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Abstract. The digital economy is becoming an important driver of innovation, economic growth and 
competitiveness. More than 15 countries are implementing a national programme of digitization. The formation and 
development of the national segment of the digital economy through the use of trusted, mainly domestic ICT, and 
its further integration into the global digital economy, on the one hand, provides a “window of opportunity” for the 
integration of the economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan in the emerging world economic order, and on the other hand 
– carries significant risks to economic security and sovereignty of the state. The purpose of the study is to analyze the 
current state and develop effective measures to regulate the digital economy to achieve sustainable economic growth, 
improve the competitiveness of the economy and improve the quality of life of the population of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan. The introduction of information technologies in the public sector brings to a qualitatively new level key 
aspects of life – from payment for utilities to insurance policies and treatment. The methodology is based on methods of 
analysis, synthesis, induction and deduction. The value of the research is that the model of digital economy development 
is defined. The practical significance of the study lies in the development of proposals to improve the regulation of the 
digital economy in the Republic of Kazakhstan. The article is executed within the project AP05135078 “Formation and 
development of digital economy in the Republic of Kazakhstan: theory and practical measures of realization” of grant 
financing of scientific researches of the Ministry of education and science of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
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Аңдaтпa. Сaндық эко но микa ин новaциялaрдың, эко но микaлық өсу дің жә не бә се ке ге қaбі лет ті лік-
ті қaмтaмaсыз ету дің мaңыз ды дрaйве рі не aйнaлaды. Әлем нің 15-тен aстaм елі цифрлaнды ру Ұлт тық 
бaғдaрлaмaлaрын жү зе ге aсырaды. Се нім біл ді ріл ген, бaсым түр де отaндық АКТ – ны пaйдaлaну не гі зін де 
цифр лық эко но микaның ұлт тық сег мен тін қaлыптaсты ру жә не дaмы ту жә не оның әлем дік цифр лық эко но микa 
ке ңіс ті гі не одaн әрі кі рі гуі, бір жaғынaн, қaлыптaсқaн әлем дік эко но микaлық тәр тіп ке Қaзaқстaн Рес пуб ликaсы-
ның эко но микaсын ен гі зу үшін «мүм кін дік тер те ре зе сін» ұсынaды, aл екін ші жaғынaн-эко но микaлық қa уіп-
сіз дік пен мем ле кет еге мен ді гі нің Елеу лі тәуе кел де рін кө те ре ді. Зерт теу дің мaқсaты-тұрaқты эко но микaлық 
өсу ге қол жет кі зу, эко но микaның бә се ке ге қaбі лет ті лі гін aрт ты ру жә не Қaзaқстaн Рес пуб ликaсы хaлқы ның 
өмір сү ру сaпaсын жaқсaрту үшін қaзір гі зaмaнғы жaғдaйды тaлдaу жә не сaндық эко но микaны рет теу дің тиім-
ді шaрaлaрын әзір леу. Мем ле кет тік сек тордa aқпaрaттық тех но ло гиялaрды ен гі зу ком мунaлдық қыз мет тер ді 
тө леуден бaстaп сaқтaнды ру по лис те рін ре сім деу ге жә не ем деуге де йін гі хaлық өмі рі нің не гіз гі aспек ті ле рін 
сaпaлы жaңa дең гейге шығaрaды. Әдіс те ме тaлдaу, син тез, ин дук ция жә не де дук ция әдіс те рі не не гіз дел ген. 
Зерт теу дің құн ды лы ғы-сaндық эко но микaның дaму мо де лі. Зерт теу дің прaктикaлық мaңыз ды лы ғы Қaзaқстaн 
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Рес пуб ликaсындa цифр лық эко но микaны рет теу ді же тіл ді ру бо йын шa ұсы ныстaрды әзір леу бо лып тaбылaды. 
Мaқaлa AP05135078 «Қaзaқстaн Рес пуб ликaсындa цифр лық эко но микaны қaлыптaсты ру жә не дaмы ту: теория 
жә не прaктикaлық іс ке aсы ру шaрaлaры» жобaсы aясындa Қaзaқстaн Рес пуб ликaсы Бі лім жә не ғы лым ми ни ст-
рлі гі нің ғы лы ми зерт теу ле рін грaнт тық қaржылaнды ру aясындa орындaлды.

Түйіндісөздер: сaндық эко но микa, сaндық ди ви де нд тер, сaндық мем ле кет, бі рыңғaй сaндық нaрық, онлaйн 
сaту, элект рон дық же лі лер мен сaндық қыз мет тер ді дaмы ту.
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Аннотaция.Циф ровaя эко но микa стaно вит ся вaжней шим дрaйве ром ин новaций, эко но ми чес ко го ростa 
и обес пе че ния кон ку рен тос по соб нос ти. Бо лее 15 стрaн мирa реaли зуют нaционaльные прогрaммы циф ро-
визa ции. Фор ми ровa ние и рaзви тие нaционaльно го сег ментa циф ро вой эко но ми ки нa ос но ве ис поль зовa ния 
до ве рен ных, преиму ще ст вен но оте че ст вен ных ИКТ, и его дaль нейшaя ин тегрaция в прострaнс тво ми ро вой 
циф ро вой эко но ми ки, с од ной сто ро ны, пре достaвляет «ок но воз мож нос тей» для вс трaивa ния эко но ми ки Рес-
пуб ли ки Кaзaхстaн в фор ми рующий ся ми ро вой эко но ми чес кий по ря док, a с дру гой сто ро ны – не сет знaчи-
тель ные рис ки эко но ми чес кой бе зопaснос ти и су ве ре ни те ту го судaрс твa. Цель исс ле довa ния – aнaлиз сов-
ре мен но го сос тоя ния и рaзрaботкa эф фек тив ных мер ре гу ли ровa ния циф ро вой эко но ми ки для дос ти же ния 
ус той чи во го эко но ми чес ко го ростa, по вы ше ния кон ку рен тос по соб нос ти эко но ми ки и улуч ше ния кaчествa 
жиз ни нaсе ле ния Рес пуб ли ки Кaзaхстaн. Внед ре ние ин формaцион ных тех но ло гий в го судaрст вен ном сек то-
ре вы во дит нa кaчест вен но но вый уро вень клю че вые aспек ты жиз ни нaсе ле ния – от оплaты ком мунaль ных 
ус луг до оформ ле ния стрaхо вых по ли сов и ле че ния. Ме то до ло гия ос новaнa нa ме тодaх aнaлизa, син тезa, ин-
дук ции и де дук ции. Цен нос ть исс ле довa ния зaключaет ся в том, что оп ре де ленa мо дель рaзви тия циф ро вой 
эко но ми ки. Прaкти ческaя знaчи мос ть исс ле довa ния зaключaет ся в рaзрaбо ке пред ло же ний по со вер шенст-
вовa нию ре гу ли ровa ния циф ро вой эко но ми ки в Рес пуб ли ке Кaзaхстaн. Стaтья вы пол ненa в рaмкaх проектa 
AP05135078 « Фор ми ровa ние и рaзви тие циф ро вой эко но ми ки в Рес пуб ли ке Кaзaхстaн: теория и прaкти чес-
кие ме ры реaлизa ции» грaнто во го финaнси ровa ния нaуч ных исс ле довa ний Ми нис терс твa обрaзовa ния и 
нaуки Рес пуб ли ки Кaзaхстaн.

Ключевыесловa: циф ровaя эко но микa, циф ро вые ди ви ден ды, циф ро вое го судaрс тво, еди ный циф ро вой 
ры нок, продaжи онлaйн, рaзви тие элект рон ных се тей и циф ро вых ус луг.

Introduction. The ideas of the digital economy 
appeared in the late twentieth century, when the 
global web began to penetrate into all spheres of life. 
At first, customers could purchase software through 
the network, later games and books. Over time, it 
became possible to buy absolutely any product 
without leaving your home. The market for selling 
software, computer games and e-books, which could 
be ordered and paid for without leaving home, began 
to actively develop.

In 1995, the American computer scientist 
Nicholas Negroponte (University of Massachusetts) 
introduced the term “digital economy”. Now this 
term is used all over the world, it has come into use 
by politicians, businessmen, journalists. Last year, 
one of the main reports of the World Bank contained 
a report on the state of the digital economy in the 
world (the report was released under the title Digital 
Dividends) (N.Nazarbayev, 2015).

However, until now, the content of this concept 
remains vague; there is no clear definition in the 
World Bank report. The term “digital economy” has a 
lot of concepts. Doctor of Economics, Corresponding 
Member of the Russian Academy of Sciences – 
Vladimir Ivanov gives the broadest definition: 
“The digital economy is a virtual environment that 
complements our reality.” 

Indeed, probably, all our actions in computer 
virtual reality can be attributed to the system of 
production, distribution, exchange or consumption. 
But, of course, virtual reality, as such, did not appear 
with the creation of a computer. All human thought 
activity can be attributed to it. In addition, money – 
the main tool of the economy – is also a product of 
virtuality, since they are invented “measure” of the 
value of goods and services. But with the invention 
of the computer, it was possible to “digitize” money, 
which undoubtedly simplified commodity-money 
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relations, led to a tremendous time saving and 
increased security of operations.

Roman Meshcheryakov – Professor of the 
Russian Academy of Sciences, Doctor of Technical 
Sciences, Vice-Rector for Research and Innovations, 
Tomsk State University of Control Systems and 
Radioelectronics, believes that there are two 
approaches to the term “digital economy”. The 
first approach is “classical”: the digital economy 
is an economy based on digital technologies 
and, moreover, it is more correct to characterize 
exclusively the field of electronic goods and services. 
The classic examples are telemedicine, distance 
learning, the sale of medical content (cinema, TV, 
books, etc.).

The second approach is advanced: “digital 
economy” is economic production using digital 
technologies. “At present,” explains Roman 
Meshcheryakov, “some experts believe that it is 
necessary to expand this understanding and include 
in it the chain of goods and services that come 
with using digital technologies, including such 
concepts as: Internet of Things, Industry 4.0, smart 
factory, fifth-generation communication networks, 
engineering for prototyping, etc. “

Indeed, before the virtual part of the world, which 
was located in the mental reality of man, was not a 
productive force, it was not the medium where new 
ideas and products are created. Now the virtual part 
is combined with the real: you can create a “world 
based on real events” world, which itself will be an 
“economy in the economy.” The virtue of this world 
is that there you can do anything. This is important 
not only in the case when it becomes possible to 
create an online game where you can jump up to 
the height of a multi-storey building, travel around 
space without a spacesuit and die many times – this 
is important for testing, improving, testing new 
products.

Thus, the digital economy has got a smart chance 
to overtake the “analog” one, which is obliged to 
carry out a crash test every time, breaking machines 
in reality, and not in a virtual environment. Alexandra 
Engovatova – Candidate of Economic Sciences, 
Associate Professor, Department of Economics 
of Innovations, Faculty of Economics, Moscow 
State University Lomonosov, it gives the following 
definition: “Digital economy is an economy based 
on new methods of generating, processing, storing, 
transmitting data, as well as digital computer 
technologies.”

“Within the framework of this economic 
model,” emphasizes Alexandra Engovatova, “the 
existing market business models undergo a radical 

transformation, the model of value-added formation 
changes significantly, the value of intermediaries 
at all levels in the economy is sharply reduced. In 
addition, the value of the individual approach to 
product, because now we can simulate anything. 
“ Summarizing, we can say that the digital 
economy can cover everything that is amenable to 
formalization, that is, transformation into logical 
circuits. And life itself will find an opportunity to 
write this “something” into the system of production, 
distribution, exchange and consumption.

Literature review. Research of the main trends 
of the digital economy dedicated to the works by 
I. V. Alekseeva, A. S. Airapetian, A. Bryan, A. P., 
Dobrynin, A. V. Druzhinin, K. A. Zhumagaliev, 
V. Ivanov, V. Yu. Konyukhov, D. Marchukova, V. 
P. Kuprianov, I. A. Matveeva, E. V. Popova, K. A. 
Seed, N.. Stefanova, D. V. Sikorski, D. A. Smirnova, 
I. M. Tushkanova, A. Rusina, L. Yu., Chernykh, A. 
A. Kharchenko and T. N. Yudina.

In the Republic of Kazakhstan, the problem of 
formation and development of the digital economy, 
Internet marketing, the information sector of the 
economy were engaged in such scientists as A. A. 
Ashimov, Dnishev F. M., A. K. Koshanov, G. M. 
Mutanov, B. M. Mukhamediev, N. To. Theoretical 
and practical issues], K. A. Sagadiyev, M. S. 
Tulegenova A. G., and Ploshay.

Despite the scientific contribution of scientists 
to the theory and practice of the formation and 
development of the digital economy, there are issues 
that require further study, in particular, requires 
clarification of the regulation of the digital economy.

The relevance, great demand, and not the study 
of the main trends in the development of the digital 
economy in the future predetermined the choice of 
topics and main areas of research.

At the World Bank seminar in December 2016, 
the digital economy was identified as the paradigm 
of accelerating economic development with the 
help of digital technologies. In another definition, 
digital economics implies a virtual environment that 
complements our reality.

The digital economy is digital production. 
Currently, about half of the world’s population uses 
the Internet in their daily lives to learn and conduct 
business. The volume of virtual trading in the 
near future will exceed the standard types of trade 
relations. Digitized money is easier to use, much 
more difficult to fake.

Virtual life is an industry where new products 
are produced and the craziest ideas are implemented. 
Tests of new inventions have become more accessible 
and faster – there is no need for real tests. Emulation 
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allows you to identify the pros and cons of new 
products with minimal cost. Electronic economy, 
according to experts, will completely change the 
usual business processes and economic relations.

However, until now, the content of this concept 
remains vague, and there is no clear definition in 
the WB report. In this material, RIA “Science” 
contains the most general ideas about what 
constitutes a digital economy. To begin with, it is 
worth remembering the definition of a conventional 
“analog” economy – this is the economic 
activity of a society, as well as the totality of 
relations developing in the system of production, 
distribution, exchange and consumption. The use 
of computer, Internet, mobile phones can already 
be considered “consumption”, in this case, the 
digital economy can be represented as that part of 
the economic relations, which is mediated by the 
Internet, cellular communication, ICT. Doctor of 
Economics, Corresponding Member of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences – Vladimir Ivanov gives 
the broadest definition: “The digital economy is a 
virtual environment that complements our reality”.

Indeed, probably, all our actions in computer 
virtual reality can be attributed to the system of 
production, distribution, exchange or consumption. 
But, of course, virtual reality, as such, did not appear 
with the creation of a computer. All human thought 
activity can be attributed to it. In addition, money – 
the main tool of the economy – is also a product of 
virtuality, since they are invented “measure” of the 
value of goods and services. But with the invention 
of the computer, it was possible to “digitize” money, 
which undoubtedly simplified commodity-money 
relations, led to a tremendous time saving and 
increased security of operations.

The term “virtual economy” is increasingly 
appearing in news and newspaper headlines. 
Scientists, politicians and businessmen use this 
concept in their speeches, reports and scientific 
papers. A great future is predicted for the virtual 
economy (Digital Kazakhstan, 2017).

The digital economy is digital production. 
Currently, about half of the world’s population uses 
the Internet in their daily lives to learn and conduct 
business. The volume of virtual trading in the 
near future will exceed the standard types of trade 
relations. Digitized money is easier to use, much 
more difficult to fake.

Doctor of Economics, Corresponding Member 
of the Russian Academy of Sciences – Vladimir 
Ivanov gives the broadest definition: “The digital 
economy is a virtual environment that complements 
our reality” (Message of the Presedent, 2017).

Indeed, probably, all our actions in computer 
virtual reality can be attributed to the system of 
production, distribution, exchange or consumption. 
But, of course, virtual reality, as such, did not appear 
with the creation of a computer. All human thought 
activity can be attributed to it. In addition, money – 
the main tool of the economy – is also a product of 
virtuality, since they are invented “measure” of the 
value of goods and services. But with the invention 
of the computer, it was possible to “digitize” money, 
which undoubtedly simplified commodity-money 
relations, led to a tremendous time saving and 
increased security of operations.

Material and Methods. The research 
methodology is based on a comprehensive analysis 
of the problem. The state can provide a “digital 
leap” in the country through the accelerated 
development of specific technologies. In such 
cases, the state assumes the role of an investor, 
determining the key, the most promising areas of 
financing, based on the assessment of long-term 
return on investment, competitive position, trends, 
as well as invested in the fundamental conditions 
of success, such as education and retraining. In 
South Korea, with the active position of the state, 
support companies are beginning to independently 
invest in breakthrough digital technologies. Virtual 
life is an industry where new products are produced 
and the craziest ideas are implemented. Tests of 
new inventions have become more accessible and 
faster – there is no need for real tests. Emulation 
allows you to identify the pros and cons of new 
products with minimal cost. Electronic economy, 
according to experts, will completely change the 
usual business processes and economic relations. 
Formation and advantages of the digital economy.
The main direction of the digital economy is to 
provide quick and easy access to services through 
the Internet. The advantage of digital technologies 
are low costs, which affects the reduction of the cost 
of goods and prices for the end user. For example, 
an electronic version of a book can be purchased at 
least 25 percent cheaper than its printed equivalent. 
Virtual releases of your favorite artists are less 
expensive to produce than recordings on standard 
media.

Results and Discussion. The ideas of the 
digital economy appeared in the late twentieth 
century, when the global web began to penetrate 
into all spheres of life. At first, customers could 
purchase software through the network, later 
games and books. Over time, it became possible to 
buy absolutely any product without leaving your 
home. The market for selling software, computer 
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games and e-books, which could be ordered and 
paid for without leaving home, began to actively 
develop. The digital economy is an activity 
directly related to the development of digital 

computer technology, which includes services for 
the provision of online services, and electronic 
payments, and online trading, and crowdfunding 
and more.

Figure 1. Economic model
*Note: according to literature 2, 3

Thus, we can assume that the essence of the 
digital economy lies in the fact that thanks to the 
development of digital technologies, the consumer 
can more quickly receive the services he needs, 
save money by buying products from online stores 
at lower prices. The core of the digital economy is 
the sector of the production of digital goods and the 
provision of services related to digital technologies. 
The growing role of the digital economy lies in 
the fact that the digital economy is the basis for 
development in general and has an impact on such 
diverse sectors as banking, retail, transport, energy, 
education, health care and many others.

The concept of a digital state is a relatively 
new concept that emerged with the increasing role 
of information technology in the functioning of the 
private and public sectors. The implementation of IT 
solutions that allow the state, business and society 
to effectively interact, is becoming an increasingly 
large-scale and dynamic process. In addition, with 

the development of the information technology 
sector in Kazakhstan, new opportunities for the labor 
market are emerging.

As world experience shows, each workplace 
in the field of IT (information technology) creates 
2-4 jobs in other industries. The introduction of 
information technology in the public sector brings to 
a qualitatively new level the key aspects of the life of 
the population – from paying utility bills to issuing 
insurance policies and treatment.

The digital economy is becoming the most 
important driver of innovation, economic growth 
and competitiveness. Today, the attention of 
the Government of Kazakhstan and society to 
digitalization as a global trend, including the 
expectations of the socio-economic effect of their 
implementation, is very high. And this level is 
primarily determined by the scale and specificity 
adopted by the President of Kazakhstan N.A. 
Nazarbayev Nation Plan “100 concrete steps.” In 
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particular, one of the “100 steps” is the creation of the 
state corporation Government for Citizens: a unified 
provider of public services modeled after Canada 
Service in Canada and Centrelink in Australia. 
Kazakhstan within the framework of current reforms 
is focused on the countries that have achieved 
significant success in creating a digital state. As you 
know, these are Austria, USA, Denmark, Australia, 
Canada, Singapore. For example, in Vienna, the 
principle of “smart” planning of the city budget 
allows the municipality to save over 2 million euros 
annually. In Boston (USA), the mobile utility control 
application has helped to reduce the number of calls 
related to solving utility problems by 66%.

According to a study by the Boston Consulting 
Group (BCG), reflected in the article “Kazakhstan 
on the way to the digital economy”, in 2016, by the 
level of digitalization of the economy, Kazakhstan 
occupied the 50th line of the rating from 85 countries 
and is in the emerging digital economy group.

According to forecasts of leading world experts, 
by 2020 25% of the world economy will be digital. 
In connection with the above-mentioned aspects, the 
State Program “Digital Kazakhstan” was developed. 
It is designed for 2017-2020 and is of strategic 
importance for the country. The main objective of 
the program is “improving the quality of life of the 
population and the competitiveness of the economy 
of Kazakhstan through the progressive development 
of the digital ecosystem”. It is not by chance that 
the basis for its development was the Decree of the 
President of the Republic of Kazakhstan of February 
1, 2010 No. 922 “On the Strategic Development 
Plan of the Republic of Kazakhstan until 2020”. The 
foundation of the “Digital Kazakhstan” program was 
the state program “Information Kazakhstan-2020”, 
approved in 2013.

The expected results for the country from 
the implementation of the state program “Digital 
Kazakhstan” are defined and designated in 
accordance with the strategic objectives of the state – 
improving the efficiency and transparency of public 
administration, providing employment, improving 
the quality of education and health, improving the 
investment climate, increasing productivity and 
increasing the share of small and medium-sized 
businesses in the structure of GDP.

According to the results of three years of 
implementation of the state enterprise “Information 
Kazakhstan-2020”, its execution was achieved by 
40%. Economic experts have calculated that as a 
result of the implementation of the state-owned 
enterprise Digital Kazakhstan, the share of the IT 
sector in Kazakhstan’s GDP will reach 4.85% by 

2020, and labor productivity in this industry will 
grow by 31%. Digital literacy of the population will 
be 80%, the share of Internet users will increase to 
78%, and the percentage of e-government services 
provided in relation to the total number of services 
received in paper and electronic forms will increase 
to 80%.

For 10 years, the e-Government portal (eGov) 
has been functioning. During this period, the legal 
framework, architecture and infrastructure of 
the “electronic government” was formed. Today, 
eGov uses almost 50% of the economically active 
population of the republic, which is about 5 million 
people. The ecosystem of the “Open Government” is 
also developing: 338 sets of publicly available data 
of government agencies are posted on the open data 
portal. One of the largest implemented projects in 
the public sector was e-Ministry of Finance – the 
creation of a consolidated reporting system for the 
public sector based on SAP solutions for the Ministry 
of Finance of Kazakhstan.

The President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 
Nursultan Nazarbayev, in his message “The 
Third Modernization of Kazakhstan: Global 
Competitiveness” noted the need to develop in the 
country such promising sectors as 3D printing, 
online trading, mobile banking, digital services, 
including in health care and education, and others 
. The widespread digitalization of the economy will 
lead to the disappearance of entire industries and the 
creation of fundamentally new ones.

These industries have already changed the 
structure of the economies of developed countries 
and have given new quality to traditional industries. 
Worldwide studies confirm the initiative of the 
President of the Republic of Kazakhstan. According 
to the consulting company Gartner, which specializes 
in information technology markets, the world is 
actively entering the era of digital globalization. So, 
in 2015, the volume of the global IT market amounted 
to 3.5 trillion. US dollars or 4.8% of global GDP. 

In particular, Kazakhstan in the World Bank’s 
Doing Business ranking in 2020 should be in the 
list of the first 35 countries. The e-government 
index (according to the UN methodology) in 2020 
should be among the top 25 countries. Accessibility 
of information and communication infrastructure in 
households of the Republic of Kazakhstan should 
reach 100%, and the number of Internet users in 
2020 – 75% .

Today, in many developed countries, the well-
known program of Bill Gates “Oracle” is used for 
this, which allows mobile scanning of all land areas 
and providing data on their condition in a matter 
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of time. In most advanced countries of the world, 
such as, for example, Canada, Korea, Malaysia, 
Singapore, the United States, strategies or integrated 
information development programs are developed 
and implemented both for society as a whole and 
for individual spheres of activity. Kazakhstan 
is confidently moving along the path of digital 
transformation.

There are risks of irrational development of the 
digital economy. In particular, digital technologies 
strengthen state control over citizens, increase 
inequality between regions and companies, and 
also cause a monopoly in the market. Negative 
consequences occur precisely in the case of the 
intensification of the so-called digital inequality, in 
which there is a different level of IT development in 
different regions.

The World Bank names three important 
categories of problems that are indications of the 
possibility of digital transformation: legal regulation, 
the presence of skills among the population, and 
the creation of appropriate institutions of digital 
governance.

Therefore, in order to transform the economy 
into a digital one, it is necessary to create an 
appropriate legal and regulatory framework for 
e-business, reforming the education system and 
attracting citizens to governing the state through 
electronic services. It seems necessary to combine 
the standard tasks of ministries, including accounting 
and personnel records, office management, with the 
key functions of the Ministry of Finance – public 

debt management, work on improving capital, 
transparency and control over the expenditure of 
budgetary funds.

Conclusion

The essence of the digital economy lies in 
the fact that thanks to the development of digital 
technologies, the consumer can quickly get the 
services he needs, save money by buying products in 
online stores at lower prices. The core of the digital 
economy is the digital goods and services sector.

The growing role of the digital economy is that 
the digital economy is the basis of development in 
General and has an impact on a variety of industries 
such as banking, retail, transport, energy, education, 
health and many others. Currently, a number of 
factors affecting the development of the digital 
economy can be identified. Internal factors are 
managerial. External factors – infrastructure and 
General economic. 

For the growth of the digital economy it is 
necessary to develop the national it sector, to stimulate 
the creation of innovative technologies, to cooperate 
with foreign market actors for their development. It 
is necessary to attract investment and motivation of 
entrepreneurial activity in this industry.

All strata of society – the state, the private sector, 
civil society and the it community-must participate 
in digital economic activities. Ensuring information 
security of information and innovative technologies 
is also an important component.
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